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Editorial

Welcome to August—by now there are
lambs reminding us that longer days are
not too far away although it will be awhile
before we can really celebrate spring.
If you are curled up on these long winter
nights with not too much to do, think about
all those hours you slaved away over summer and enjoy your down time.
You might like to bake a batch of Soo Gees
coconut scones (page 10), or if your days
need filling head along to the Mapua Creative Fire group (page 6).
Whatever you do this August, bring your
gumboots inside at night—here’s to staying
warm and dry!.
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Placing an advertisement

COMMUNITY

MDBA Business and Residential
Directory 2014
Residents – if you would like to appear in the Directory
listings as a new listing or your details have changed please
fill in this form and return it to PO Box 8, Mapua 7048
Businesses – only member businesses may advertise in the
Directory. If you would like to enquire about membership
please contact Janet at coordinator@rcmh.co.nz
Events – we also list community events running November
to November so please send details (time / place/ description / entry fee etc) to Jane Smith at directory@rcmh.co.nz
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RURAL WOMEN
Members and branches throughout NZ are always busy with different projects or information gathering.
RWNZ was involved judging the Rural Bachelor contest at the
National field days and several branches held Pink Ribbon events in
May, raising funds and awareness of breast cancer.
Solomon Islands was the country of study this year and a lot was
learnt about that country. Fund raising was done to support their
local schools damaged in the floods.
RW has a campaign to raise awareness of family violence – it’s
OK to ask for Help. A calendar has been produced to raise funds
to support dyslexia sufferers; one branch has paid for a palliative
bed for use in their community. Another branch had their own
Antiques road show.
Many and varied subjects have been explored - IT seems to be
popular. Women and the law is another subject explored. Health is
another subject studied, from diabetes, heart care, and even incontinence.
Many and varied are the interests of members of RWNZ.
To celebrate the International Year of Family Farming Rural
Women New Zealand is running a competition with the Ministry
for Primary Industries for you to share your family farming stories.
Categories for video, photos or stories are: women and men at
work on the farm, farm machinery or a farm innovation, Animals,
Children and Rural Communities. Closing Date 1 Nov.
Pat Moore.
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FOR EXTRA SPACE AT YOUR PLACE
CARAVAN RENTALS
Long term from $60 per week
Phone Tony
027 442 5010
0800 733 326
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MAPUA CREATIVE FIBRE

Have you wondered what we do?

We have
fun sharing ideas and learning new things. Some
of you may have heard of us with our previous
name of Mapua Woolgatherers.
This has been changed as we do not work only
with wool. We are a group of very keen people
working with fibre in one form or another; wool,
silk, alpaca, and other natural or manufactured
fibres. These fibres can be knitted, crocheted,
spun, woven, felted, or used in a variety of other
ways.
Some people may sell work and many of us create things for the family or to give away. The
group meets monthly on the 2nd Tuesday at the
Mapua Community Hall from 10am to 1pm. Any
one is welcome to join us.
Open Day at the Mapua Hills Community Church
This year we are having an Open Day, focusing
on education and helping people learn more
about the Creative fibre group here and Nationwide.
Keep Wednesday 20th August free and come and
see what our members do and have produced.
10.00 to 3.30 Morning and afternoon tea will be
provided.
There will be some mini workshops during the
morning. You can 'have a go' at different activities. We think you will be inspired to try something new! There will be displays of members
creations, you'll be amazed at what clever things
people can do.
Sue Giller the National Creative Fibre Education
Officer will be there to explain to interested people what courses and activities are available to
learners new to the craft, as well as experienced
fibre workers.

Sue is a clever, humorous and inspirational
speaker and will tell us one of her woolly tales
after lunch.
We invite everyone to come and see what we do.
You are welcome to bring your lunch and spend
the day enjoying the displays and each others
company.
There will be a $2.00 charge for non Creative Fibre members, there will also be a raffle.
Contacts:
Shirley Wallace s-wallace@vodafone.net.nz
Madeline Rogers madeline.rogers@xtra.co.nz

From just $15 per hour enjoy private use of our
heated indoor pool. 30 degrees + even if it’s
freezing outside! Perfect for some private exercise, a family swim, or a children’s party.
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CHILDREN
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Hi I am Lindsay and have been at Country Kids for
over 4 yrs working in J4K 3days each week.
When I am not enjoying life there I am helping with
our business
VEGETATION SERVICES an agricultural spraying /
contracting business serving a large area. Some of you
farmers will know Pete. We live out of
town north, on a few acres with huge stock
of 3 sheep 2 chickens and of course Meg
6mnths, who wants to be with them all.
Our current interests, children have been focussed on
range from dance, music /Frozen as well as a project
on The Gruffalo. With regular cooking on offer, children baked individual dishes of Gruffalo Crumble
with dates, choc drops, apple, apricots for all the
knobbly bits and pieces he has.
Children have completed their own drawings on display in our room.
Here is our enchanted forest incorporating art, cutting, gluing skills and rich imaginary play using our
natural
materials along with our
architectural set.
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News from your Preschool in the Moutere
Kia ora koutou,
Wow is time moving super fast or are we just all having so much fun learning that it just
seems that way?!!! When I reflect back on all the enriched learning that has been provided
by our excursions out into our local community over the last couple of months I can't help
but think of the proverb about how it takes a village to raise a child. So a huge thankyou goes out to the Upper
Moutere fire brigade who by sharing their knowledge of all things related to fire helped stimulate some very
impressive firefighting scenarios at Harakeke!
It was a delight to see children revisit their learning, and through co-operation and teamwork demonstrate
terrific problem solving skills. A Sunday visit from Lee Corlett gave parents the opportunity to try out with their
children some of the fun physical challenges which all assist children's learning across a broad spectrum of
areas. Our children have been looking forward to Lees' fortnightly sessions and we see the benefits reflected in
children's play as they show more confidence in exploring our environment. Thanks Lee, you are a true taonga
within the top of the south!
Another much appreciated visitor was local builder Daniel Whitten who just happened to be working on
Gundula's garage installing a window. Luckily for three young building enthusiasts who had been drawing up
house plans, Daniel just happened to need some young apprentices to help make some flashing for his
window project. What a fantastic experience for these boys.
So the year seems to speed on and now the season for planting trees and garlic is almost over. With our
Matariki festivities behind us it is perhaps fitting that this celebration of the Maori new year is a time to
contemplate new beginnings especially for some of our five year olds. As part of supporting their transition to
school we went to visit Mrs Dodunski's piwakawaka junior class at Mahana School just before the school
holidays .What a wonderful experience to see how the threads between early childhood and junior classes
intertwine to provide our tamariki with an optimum learning journey.
One of our children asked to have a wheels day and Mahana School provided an awesome venue for this wee
trip during the school holidays. Thanks to Justin and Mrs D our children not only enjoyed riding their assorted
wheels around the school but gave the playground an extensive and thorough going over as they explored it to
the limits of their comfort zones.
In between these excursions there is still time to enjoy the elements that nature provides us with... what is it
about children's comfort zones that despite snow on every surrounding mountain peak allows children to
want to wade through puddles and play around in our kayaks with huge smiles of delight spread wide across
their faces???AHHH to be a kid in the Moutere!!!
Ka kite ano, your Harakeke teaching team.

KIDZ KLUB AFTER 3
OSCAR ACTIVITY PROGRAMMES
‘WHERE KIDS HAVE FUN’

We provide CYF approved quality OSCAR after school and school holiday
programmes in Mapua and an after school
programme in Upper Moutere.

For more information contact Cindus
03 543 2033 / 027 358 7233
Kidzklubbafter3@gmail.com’

CHECK OUT OUR FACEBOOK PAGE TO SEE WHAT THE KIDS
HAVE BEEN UP TO LATELY!!
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Grapevine circulation is 1300 copies. This issue has been constructed
by volunteers: Tanya Doty, Beverley Sellers, Sharon Beuke, Avril
Stephens, Hilary Williams and Heather Eggers. Views expressed are not
necessarily those of the voluntary editors and no responsibility is taken!

ANIMALS
Hello Animal Lovers
There is no doubt that dogs are at their happiest when
working in partnership with their owners.
To see a gundog retrieve game or a sheepdog round
up sheep is a wonderful sight, as well as being of real
practical help. One of the most inspirational is to see a
guide dog making decisions for their sight impaired
owners. These dogs literally give independence to
their owners who put their complete trust in their special dog. Guide dogs have been trained to guide their
owners around obstacles in all conditions and environments in a calm and confident way. There are other
dogs that alert their owners by alerting them to sounds
such as the telephone or a knock on the door.
Most of us have seen the detection dogs at the airport. Some are trained to find illegal substances and
others to detect food, their powers of smell are many
times greater than humans which is illustrated by the
extraordinary dogs that can detect people buried under
snow or under rubble many feet down which are certainly examples of the sensitivity of a dog's nose.
These are only a few of the important jobs that dogs
can do with their amazing abilities and it illustrates how
important it is for every dog to have a purpose. No
matter what breed or how big or small all dogs must
have an opportunity to do a job. There are dog agility
clubs which are a great way for dogs and owners to
have fun if they don’t have an official job.
If dog owners can partner with their dog it will be much
happier, healthier and fulfilled as a result.

I am always happy to answer any animal behaviour
questions.

Susan Mott
Animal Behaviourist
039700952
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FOOD
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with Soo Gee

COMFORT FOOD (something to help you
through)
COCONUT SCONES

Preheat oven to 200C—less if fan bake.

1 1/2 cups (225g) self raising flour, 1 teaspoon baking powder, 2 tablespoons sugar, 50g softened butter, 1/3 cup coconut, 50ml coconut cream and 50ml
milk, 1 egg.
Sift flour and baking powder into a bowl with a pinch
of salt. Stir in sugar and rub in butter with your finger tips.
Combine coconut milk, milk and egg then add to dry
ingredients, stirring with a knife, bringing it all together into a ball.
Pat out to approximately 4cm thick on a well floured
board. Cut into squares, or make them special by
using a round cutter.
Place on a baking tray and brush with a little milk,
bake 10-12 minutes.
Cool a little before splitting then serve with a local
berry jam and cream, 0r—
Beat 100g mascarpone cream with 1 1/2 teaspoons
sugar(or 2 tablespoons of honey) until soft peaks
form. In a separate bowl beat 150ml coconut cream
and 150ml cream until they form soft peaks, then
combine with the mascarpone.

The littlies are back at school—try these on them...

CRUNCHIE BAR SHORTBREAD BUSCUITS
Set oven to 175C, prepare two lined baking trays.

250g softened butter, 1 cup icing sugar, 1teaspoon vanilla essence, pinch of salt, 1 1/2 cups
flour, 3 tablespoon corn flour, 2tablespoon rice
flour (or plain flour), 70g ground almonds, 2x
50g crunchie bars.
Put the crunchie bars into a plastic bag and
crush roughly with a rolling pin—put aside.
Beat butter, icing sugar and vanilla essence together until creamy. Add remaining ingredients
and mix until a dough forms. Place in the
fridge for 30 minutes then form into balls and
flatten lightly with a fork. Place on the lined
trays 3cm apart and bake 12 minutes until
lightly golden.
Leave on tray to firm up then transfer to a rack
to cook completely .
Store in a airtight jar.
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Gardening

Hopefully it’s not to wet to potter around, but don’t get too
enthusiastic if the ground’s wet, you’ll just make it worse—it
might be best to plan and dream, but on a good day there’s
always a couple of things you can get done. Here’s a few
suggestions:
Detach runners from strawberry plants and increase your
strawberry plot!
Buy some seed potatoes and put them in a well dry well lit
spot to sprout, plant at the end of the month or when the
sprouts are 3-4cm long.
f you haven’t already done so, finish pruning roses & deciduous trees. Plant the fruit trees, deciduous trees and roses you
were going to plant last month Apply a dressing of rose food
to established rose plants. Water in well.
At bud burst spray Peaches, Nectarines, and Plums with
Copper to avoid leaf curl and Bladder Plum.

WOMAN GARDENER

We are looking for some special people for our
cellar door.
They need to be personable, enjoy meeting people and
have a strong local knowledge.
And an interest in wine.
Starts September 1st until April 30th.
We offer a great working environment and the oppor-

Very experienced

tunity to learn more about fine wine.

Maintenance, makeovers or restoration
Fiona Ph: 03.528.7653
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Send details to ken@neudorf.co.nz
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IRisH WHISKEY MURDERS Review

The Playhouse Mapua was the ideal setting for the Tasman
Players first production, The Irish Whiskey Murders. You
never know quite what to expect from amateur productions,
having been to more than my share of them, I was delighted to find that the local cast and their writer/producer
Saramea Waterman turned a cold rainy night into a gloriously hilarious distraction.
The mischievous young ghosts Scally and Bally played by
Finlay Langelaan and Molly Inman showed an acting ability
beyond their years and experience. From the minute they
stepped onto the stage they captured the audience with
their Irish humour and their use of the stage was impressive
–jumping onto the table to make a point seemed the natural
thing to do.
Cross dressing Paddy McFadden and his conniving wife Scarlet were the perfect gold digging duo and seemed to be the
obvious perpetrators of the eventual murder of Paddy’s’
mother played by Dovedale’s talented Sue Mott. Was it the
fervent gay priest Father Magnus who did it? Or perhaps
the outsider – pretty, young Nurse Kelly?
We were kept entertained during the interval - the audience
having the option to fill out whodunit sheets, with a bottle of
fine wine awarded to the correct guess at the end of the
night.
Father and son Seamus and Sean O’Riley (Laurence Murphy
and Nigel Coker) where looking pretty culpable at one stage.
Laurence led the wake scene with a rendition of Danny boy
which had the crowd singing along. The accompanying
band was made up of several local players and provided
some rousing tunes helping to set the scene, adding another
layer to the atmosphere. Rivalry between the McFadden and
O’Riley families led to some humorous interjections from the
audience which was positively encouraged by the actors,
making for a relaxed and spontaneous audience.

Humorous and bumbling, Dic 1, Dic 2 and Dic3 came into their
own in the second part of the play and things started falling into
place, with confessions made and explanations given.
The complex melodramatic plot was lengthy and took several
twists and turns. The Irish accents and the one liners came thick
and fast, meaning it was tricky for the audience to keep up with
the play at times, but this is usual in all sorts of theatre and the
well put together costumes and effective lighting helped take the
amateur production a step up the ladder.
I look forward to the Tasman Coastal Players next show, Upton
Abbey, billed as “A jolly Murder Christmas Special” - something to
ease us into the Christmas spirit perhaps? Tanya Doty

TONY HAHN DECORATORS
For all your Decorating Requirements:
Painting, Wallpapering, Water blasting,
Spray painting and more….
25+ Years Experience

O800 REDECORATE
0800 733 326
Cell 027 442 5010
PO Box 48, Upper Moutere
hahn@clear.net.nz
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HISTORY
An excerpt from the Upper
Moutere Schools 125th JubiTHE ESTABLISHMENT OF OUR COMMUINTY
lee Commemorative Booklet
published in 1982.
The name Moutere, which means island in Maori, was used to describe the valley
The Jubilee was held over
three days—8th,9th and 10th
January 1982. The committee
provided a full programme for
those attending.
A wine and cheese evening
started the celebration , the
school was open for inspection the following day and a
official opening including roll
call ,photos and afternoon tea
were organised by the committee.
Saturday night saw many
enjoying the cabaret at the
public hall and a church service was held on Sunday at
the school.

when it was one continuous swamp growing flax and rushes, with a large area of bush,
mainly beech, white pine and rimu, stretching down to the present Jubilee Bridge.
The undergrowth and supplejack were so dense it was impossible to see more than a
few metres ahead and it would take almost an hour to walk a kilometre. The hills
were clay with only a thin layer of topsoil and were barren and stony, growing native
grasses, manuka and fern. The Moutere River meandered sluggishly down the valley
and floods, which were frequent in those days would extend water from one side of
the valley to the other.
When the berries were ripe and cold weather drove the birds from the ranges, the
bush was visited many thousands of kakas, pigeons and parakeets. This was harvest
time, looked forward to by the Maori who came up from Motueka, erected temporary whares for shelter and snared as many birds as possible, preserving them in bark
containers. When the birds became scarcer the season was over, the Maori who was
always a conservationist, would pack up and return home.

The European settlement of the Moutere was begun by the New Zealand Company
which had been formed in England. Colonel William Wakefield signed a treaty with
the Maoris at Cloudy Bay on 8th November 1839, purchasing the northern part of the
South Island from them. This the Company sold to intending settlers using the proceeds of the land sales to transport the working classes recruited from all over Great
The booklet tells of the
Britain. The first settlers and immigrants arrived at Nelson on 1st February 1842,
schools’ beginnings in 1856
having been preceded by Company men and surveyors. However, many of the land
when the first school commitowners remained in England and most of the immigrants, who had been guaranteed
tee was appointed, and has
work for two years, found themselves solely dependent on the Company which soon
many interesting points of
encountered financial difficulties.
local history which we will
include in the next few
months, we hope you enjoy
finding out a bit more about
local living in times past...

Distribution of suburban land was made in the latter half of 1842. The selectors preferred the heavily timbered land of the Moutere to the fern land of Motueka and the
Waimeas, but Upper Moutere itself had few good sections.

Mr W.A. Weightman, the first land-holding settler moved to Upper Moutere early in
1843, bringing a married couple with him. His 20 hectare (50 acre) section was bounded by Supplejack Valley Road
and the Main Road and is now occupied by the school, the village and Mr John Heines farm. He built a hut at the foot
of the hill below the Moutere Motors section* and later a fine two storied home very close to the house presently
owned by Mr and Mrs J.C.Heine. It had clay walls 60cm thick on the ground floor and upstairs, above the wide veranda, dormer windows sat out from the shingled roof.
His neighbour, Mr Dickenson, had land cleared and a hut built early in 1843 although he continued to live in Nelson
for a short time. The Hewetson family were also early arrivals and they established a pig farm on two acres of land
purchased from a Mr Cullen who had drawn a section. Mr Hewetson built a log hut thatched with toi toi in which the
family lived for twelve years. It was divided into two rooms, the kitchen had a clay floor and the bedroom one of logs.
To be continued...
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TASMAN COASTAL PLAYERS
Newly formed theatre group based in the
Mapua area welcomes new members . You may
prefer acting opportunities or helping out behind
the scenes. A great opportunity to meet new
friends with shows, nights out, etc. Tasman
Coastal Players welcomes interested people.
Contact Ella Evans, Secretary on 540 2212

The Social Group meets at the Sunday School
Hall (Upper Moutere Lutheran Church) on Thursday
afternoons at 1.30pm each fortnight.
Join in games and cards. Enjoy our afternoon of fun
and fellowship. All welcome.
Contact Brian or Lois Eggers ph 5432 871.

Barley Straw for sale.

$8 a bale

- phone Philip 021 372 282
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